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SUGGESTED SUBJECT: Enhance Your Support of [NGO NAME] at No Cost! 

INVESTING IN COMMUNITIES®  (IIC) 
Get Givingsm! 

Dear [Corporate Contact NAME],  

Here’s a new way for [Company NAME] to continue its generous support of [NGO 
NAME]. As an Investing In Communities Nonprofit Partner, [NGO NAME] is now 
eligible to receive IIC® funds generated by the real estate transactions of our corporate 
and individual supporters.   

IIC is a web-based nonprofit that is turning the real estate industry into an engine for 
philanthropy. IIC will enable thousands of nonprofits to receive unrestricted funding from 
the real estate transactions of corporate and individual supporters. The process is simple:  

 
1. An IIC Corporate Friend approaches an IIC Real Estate Member with a real estate 

need or asks their preferred broker/s to join IIC. If he or she is not already a 
Member - it’s fast and easy!  

2. IIC Real Estate Members agree to pledge no less than 10% of their commission 
to their client’s preferred IIC Nonprofit Partner/s. We hope you’ll select [NGO 
NAME]. 

3. IIC distributes the dollars generated by these real estate transactions to the 
selected nonprofits/s. The IIC Corporate Friend directs the philanthropy, but the 
cost is solely at the Real Estate Member’s expense.  

 
IIC works because real estate is a competitive industry and brokers are accustomed to 
paying referral fees on business they would not otherwise have. These fees are much 
higher than the IIC minimum pledge of 10% - often 20-25% of a broker’s commission. 
IIC offers Real Estate Members a competitive edge, positive publicity and increased 
exposure within a new market of socially conscious consumers for a fraction of the cost 
of standard referral fees.  
[Company NAME] can publicize all philanthropy generated by its IIC transactions, 
making IIC a valuable and cost-effective new tool in your corporate social responsibility 
campaign.  

Make your corporate real estate transactions IIC transactions to generate financial support 
for [NGO NAME] at no cost to [Company NAME].  [Company NAME] can select [NGO 
NAME] to receive part or all of the IIC funds generated by [Company Name]’s IIC 
transactions. Visit www.iiconline.org today to become an IIC Corporate Friend. 
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